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Ronald Reagan and Walter Knott are both ready to make statements endorsing RN whenever we feel it would be helpful.

RN wants these put out one by one in the near future.

Will you please draft statements for each of them and let me see the drafts as quickly as possible?
Nixon for Governor

To: Bob Finch/Bob Haldeman
From: RN
Subject: Statements
Distribution:

Date: June 18, 1962

(RN may well have covered this with both of you on Saturday -- this memo was dictated late Friday)

Statements from Loyd Wright, Walter Knott and Ronald Reagan should be put out -- as we discussed -- over the next few days. Wright one could well come out for Tuesday morning papers. Wright should be called and asked if he would issue a statement or allow us to release the letter he sent to me. (He is leaving soon for Europe).

_Reagan - ready to make statement whenever we feel would be most effective =

_Knott - no slaps at Joe or conservative
we draft a statement - he'll OK a amend
perfectly willing to say backing all candidates